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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS  

Our next meeting:  
May 25, 2014 

1:00 PM  
Ottawa Citizen Building,  

1101 Baxter Road 
 

************* 
Nova’s “Ancient Computer” 

The story of a 2000 year old clockwork 
device which predicted lunar & solar 
eclipses, tracked the Moon’s erratic 

motion, and much more. 

************* 
Show and Tell  

Will feature items starting with the 
letters P, Q, and R 

Over 50 members and guests  attended the second Chapter 
meeting of 2014.  
 

Sadly, President Daniel Bourgoyne reported the passing of 
long time member Jane Varkaris.  Jane was a founding mem-
ber of the chapter, a tireless researcher who authored five 
books - four related specifically to Canadian Clocks and 
Clockmakers.  She was a Fellow of the Association and was 
elected National Director for a term from 1993 to 1997. 
 

Dan Hudon walked through the outline of his fall clock repair 
course.  He discussed the individual steps, but reminded po-
tential students that the goal wasn't to repair a clock.  The 
course will focus on the practical application of tools and  spe-
cific repair techniques, such as measurement and drilling in 
the flat and round.  
 

Feature Presentation 
The feature presentation was by Gary Fox whose topic was 
the History of Ottawa Through its Watches and Clocks.  Gary 
displayed many of the watches and clocks in his collection.  In 
describing the private label watches, he passed along interest-
ing tales of where these watchmakers fit in the history of the 
city, including the first Jewish settler, and a jeweler who was 
accused (and acquitted) of murdering a fellow watchmaker.  
Perhaps most interesting, however were the watches which 
commemorated individual and team accomplishments.  Exam-
ples included a watch presented to a player from the Ottawa 
Senators, winners of the Stanley Cup in 1923 and a clock pre-
sented to a squad from the Ottawa Rifles for winning the Tent 
Pitching Contest at military games hosted by the Governor 
General of Canada at Rideau Hall in 1881.    

The Prize for the Tent Pitching Contest at the 1881 Military Games held at 
Rideau Hall.  The Ottawa Rifles won the competition and presented the 

clock to their Captain Lang 

Gary Fox gives a talk about watches & 
clocks in the history of the City of Ottawa 
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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

Show and Tell 
 

Bryan Hollebone stepped up first.  He de-
scribed a New Haven Clock with a Canadian 
label.  To avoid taxes on the importation of 
finished clocks, many US clock manufacturers 
opened branch plants in Canada.  For New 
Haven, the clock labels were printed in the 
US, but were over stamped with the Branch 
name and a number 
 

Allan Symons brought an interesting electric clock (featured in the last chapter newsletter) with the name 
"Showell" on a label.  The clock was made to work with 25 cycle electricity.  When the province changed to 
60 cycle, it swapped motors for fridges etc., but simply replaced homeowner's clocks.  Allan would like any 
information a member might have re this clock as he cannot see how it could possibly have worked. 
 

Clayton Duff showed a number of artfully cut wooden clock wheels made by a neighbour who constructed his 
own wooden works clock.  The plans for the clock came from the Fine Woodworking magazine. 
 

Paul Williams displayed a blue dialed Omega Geneve Dynamic wrist watch which he purchased in Notting-
ham, England in the autumn of 1969.  He used the watch until 1984 when he switched to a Seiko Quartz 
watch.  The watch movement is a calibre 601 and the case is one of two styles used on the Geneve Dy-
namic.  It has a “Radial adoucissage” finish—a deeply engraved sunburst finish that radiates from an imagi-
nary centre point. 
 

J. P. Tourigny displayed two Mido Multifort watches. From two different eras. 
 

Wrapping up Show and Tell, John Ruhland showed a piece of glass art shaped like 
Salvador Dali's melting clock.  
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Clayton Duff  
Presents wooden 

clock wheels 

Paul Williams Blue  
Dialed Omega 

Geneve Dynamic 

 
J. P. Tourigny’s two Mido Multifort Watches 

John Ruhland’s  
Melting Clock.   

The design was an imitation 
of the work of Salvador Dali 
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MARCH MEETING PHOTOS 

 

Grant Perry’s Hamburg- 
American Ferris Wheel clock 
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IN MEMORY OF JANE VARKARIS 

(The following memorial was submitted to the Editor of the Watch and Clock Bulletin of the NAWCC.  It is 
scheduled to appear in the July—August issue of the Bulletin.  Jane passed away March 14, 2014) 

 

Jane Flemming Varkaris (nee Karstedt), FNAWCC and past Director of the Associa-
tion, passed away in her 86th year in March 2014.  Jane is perhaps best known as 
Canada's foremost researcher and author of books and articles on Canadian Clocks 
and Clockmakers. 
 

She was born in Priceville, Ontario, the only child of Fred and Jean Karstedt. Her father 
owned the general store and Jane loved to recall the many hours she spent following 
him around, meeting and greeting customers, helping herself to sweets from the candy 
counter. She was a precocious child who devoted much of her spare time to exploring 
the possibilities of her chemistry set.  She thoroughly enjoyed telling the story of an 
experiment that went awry, setting off a fairly destructive little explosion in her mother’s 
kitchen.  Perhaps it was no surprise then that she went off to university and, at age 23, 
she received her Masters Degree in Textile Chemistry.   
 

While working as a lecturer at what is now known as the University of Guelph, Jane met Costas "Gus" Vark-
aris, a fellow lecturer.  The rest is history - the two fell in love and married. They started their new life together 
in Ottawa where Gus began a lengthy and esteemed career in the Canadian Federal Government.  Jane 
stayed home, looking after their two children, Cathie and Fred.  But this is where she began to pursue her 
own passion as a researcher.   
 

Jane loved history and antiques.  She had a particular passion for clocks and joined the NAWCC  in 1972.  
She began to meet others in the Ottawa area with similar interests, and together, they started the Ottawa Val-
ley Clock Club in 1975.  In January 1979, they applied for Chapter status in the NAWCC, becoming the third 
Canadian Chapter in February, aptly named the Ottawa Valley Chapter 111.   
 

A constant presence at Chapter meetings, Jane always encouraged members to research their treasures and 
to present their findings for the benefit of others.  Jane herself was perhaps the most ardent researcher and 
prolific writer on the topic of Canadian clocks and clockmakers.  She wrote more books and articles on the 
subject than any other person.  Her first effort, published in 1980, was the story of Nathan Fellowes Dupuis, 
a clockmaker and professor at Queens University.  The Dupuis book was quickly followed in 1982 by The 
Pequegnat Story, the history of the Pequegnat family and their long running clock manufacturing business.  
In 1986, Jane and fellow collector and historian, James Connell published the Hamilton and Canada Clock 
Companies, the story of three early Canadian clock making businesses that failed to survive for any length of 
time, yet produced some beautiful clocks.  Jane and James partnered once again in 1997 to publish Early 
Canadian Time Keepers a book that documents the many clock and watchmakers who individually left their 
mark on Canadian horological history.  In between these last two books, Jane co-authored Fire on Parlia-
ment Hill with Lucille Fensten, the story of the destruction of Canada's first Parliament building. 
 

Jane was very active in the NAWCC.  She was made a Fellow in 1983 and was the third Canadian elected to 
serve as a National Director, serving from 1993 to 1997.  She was awarded a Seminar Certificate in 1994, 
and both a Director’s Certificate and a Gold Certificate in 1997.  She was very involved in the NAWCC Semi-
nar Committee which published the “Seminar Guidebook” that was approved by Council, 23 November 1996 
and updated in 1997.  She also contributed two substantial articles to the Watch and Clock Bulletin.  The first 
was  H.R. Playtner and the Canadian Horological Institute which she co-authored with the late Gene 
Fuller.  It appeared in the June 1987 issue.  The second article, The Evolution of Canadian Horology - An 
Overview, appeared in the February 1996 issue. 
 

In addition to  being an  enthusiastic  researcher, Jane  was  incredibly  generous  and  humble.  She donated  
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IN MEMORY OF JANE VARKARIS (CONT’D) 

 

much of her clock collection to the Canadian Museum of Science and Technology without saying a word to 
her fellow collectors.  She gave her husband Gus as much credit for her books as herself.  Jane said that 
Gus edited all of her writing since his command of the English language was much better than most - includ-
ing herself!  (Gus passed away a few years ago.)   
 

As a true researcher and historian, Jane believed that whatever she wrote was just a beginning.  It was an 
effort to document at one point in time whatever was known on the subject.  She actively encouraged others 
to take up the research and fill the gaps in her story.   
 

I will always be personally indebted to Jane for her support and encouragement.  Her story of the Canadian 
Horological Institute in the NAWCC Bulletin, and a chance find at an antique show, set me off on a twelve 
year project to expand the story that she and Gene Fuller told in 1987.  At first she encouraged me to write a 
follow-up article.  As an incentive, she provided me with all her research material from the original article.  In 
time, as she followed my research, she decided that there was too much material for an article and encour-
aged me to write a book.  She persisted over the years and was absolutely aglow when I was able to show 
her the final product. Jane wasn't moved by personal accomplishment as much as she was by seeing new 
research in her field made public. 
 

Good Bye Jane.  We will miss your infectious smile, your enthusiasm, your knowledge and your grace.   
Gary Fox 

BREGUET’S MAGNETIC MOMENT 

Since the era when blacksmiths pounded out the first rudimentary 
clock parts centuries ago, watchmakers and clockmakers have had 
to deal with the bugbear of friction and it’s impact on the accuracy 
of the timepieces that they produced.  Inventions galore have been 
introduced to overcome this problem—the lever escapement, the 
detent escapement, jewelled pivot holes, advanced materials not 
requiring oil, and many more.  But this latest invention by Montres 
Breguet SA may just be the most fascinating.   
 

In a major step away from accepted theory, Breguet has harnessed 
magnetism to reduce friction in a totally novel way and, in the proc-
ess, they have produced a much more accurate watch.   
 

Their counter intuitive approach was to remove the hole jewels which would normally hold the balance pivots 
and keep the balance in place.  The new design retains the cap jewels but places tiny rare earth magnets 
above and below the cap jewels.  The magnetic field created by the two magnets keeps the balance locked in 
its place.  In their design, the upper magnet is stronger than the lower, which causes the upper balance pivot 
to touch the cap jewel, but the lower pivot essentially floats above the lower cap jewel.  The magnetic flux 
holds the balance staff in place regardless of the position of the watch on the wrist and protects the balance 
from shocks. 
 

Of course, using magnets in a movement would be ridiculous if it wasn’t for Breguet’s other engineering im-
provements. They make all other working components of the watch, including the dual balance springs, out of 
silicon which is not effected by magnetism.   
 

This new technology has been used in Breguet’s Chronometer 7727 ($40,000 USD).  The watch has an aver-
age rate of –1/+3 seconds per day, which is far better than the –4/+6 required to earn chronometer status 
from the Swiss chronometer testing facility, COSC.                                                        WatchTime April 2014 
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS — GIROTTI CLOCKS 

Last year I discovered and purchased a rectangular wood panel wall clock with two painted, molded 
“chalkware” components mounted on a veneered wafer board surface.  The 3D design has an oriental couple 
enjoying a picnic on an island, with a small boat approaching the island.  The script word Girotti is on the dial 
below the noon position.  The round, stick-on company label on the back indicates that the maker was Girotti 
Sculptured Art in St. Catharines, Ontario.  When was it made? 

Early in 2014 a second, similar model was purchased on Kijiji, with a 3D image of a Spanish villa.  Both of 
these clocks have a battery-operated movement and brass bar hour markers.  The date molded into the bot-
tom of the villa section is 1966, with the model number BL210.  The island picnic clock is undated. 

 

Following online research, and with the 
help of a Girotti relative, I was able to meet 
several surviving Girotti brothers at one of 
their homes in the St. Catharines area.  
From their recollections, clocks were made 
through the 1960s and into the early 
1970s.  There was just one employee who 
designed all of the 3D components in Plasticine, from which the molds were 
made.   
 

The original family business was a machine shop operation that two of the 
Girotti brothers set up in their parents’ garage in St. Catharines, back in 
1947.  A second company was created later to make precast concrete prod-
ucts.  No one remembers when Girotti Sculptured Art started or ended. 
 

Today Girotti Machine continues the family tradition of high quality machine 
shop projects involving design, machining, assembly, welding, and fabrica-
tion services for customers around the world.  They work with small preci-
sion parts up to huge machine components for major companies.   
 

Aaron, my contact to the Girotti families, recently discovered a 1971 Girotti 
Sculptured Art catalogue that contained 14 different models of wall clocks.  
Some were large wood panels, but most had molded-polymer frames.  The 
two wood panel models now in the museum were not included.  In addition 
to the clocks, there was a full range of products for home use that took most 
of the catalogue space: many small sculptures and 3D wood plaques, plus 
molded picture frames.   
 

One brother generously donated a great example of the light-weight, 
molded polymer type of wall clock with a “coppertone” painted finish and a C 
battery, balance-wheel movement.                                                                               Continued on Page 8 

Oriental island picnic and boat, 33” wide  Spanish villa and guitarist; movement replaced?  

Brass bars used as hour  
markers on wood panels  

Label on back (1½“ diameter),  
often covering bolt holes for the 3D 

parts  

The name on the clock dials 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S 

(This is the first of a series of columns to be written by Dan Hudon which will 
provide Hints and How-To’s for diagnosing and repairing common clock 

problems.  Welcome back to the Newsletter, Dan.)  
 
Fixing a Modern Grandfather Clock that has Stopped 
 

The list of potential causes for a stopped Grandfather clock is surprisingly long but 
the solutions are usually simple.  In some cases, simply identifying the cause gives 
you the repair solution. 
 
 The second’s hand touches the dial or the hour hand. 
 The hour hand scrapes the minute hand. 
 The hand nut is too tight against the minute hand. 
 The clock is out-of-beat.   
 A clock with autobeat assembly that has failed.  Failure can occur if the autobeat assembly has been im-

mersed in a clock cleaning solution because the solution destroys the fibre and/or plastic washers in the 
unit.  Also, the autobeat mechanism should not be lubricated. 

 Moon dial secondary gears must turn freely.  Test before assembly since a seized gear will stop the clock.   
Check the meshing of the dial gears with the pinion on the center shaft.  They will sometimes jam during 
assembly.   

 The moon dial teeth grazing the second’s shaft during the period the moon dial is rotating.  Resolve this by 
turning down the second hand tube. 

 Pendulum hangers:  Pendulum hangers must be free to move back and forth on the anchor arm.  The two-
piece Kieninger pendulum hanger must be placed so that the angled portion faces toward the movement.   

 The pendulum thumbscrew must be tightened firmly into the suspension post holding the suspension to 
prevent pendulum sway.  Since the pendulum is less than an inch in distance from the weights when they 
descend, any sway will cause the pendulum to rub against the weights.   

 Pendulums with riveted tops may have loose joints resulting in loss of power and clock stoppage.  A ham-
mer and a punch will solve this problem.  

 Pendulum tops need to fit snugly into the hanger slots as any sideways motion in the slot will stop the 
clock. 

 Suspension springs with kinks, bends or tears need to be replaced. 
 The crutch pin goes through the slot in the hanger.  There should be minimum play between the crutch 

and hanger-about the thickness of a piece of paper.  The hanger should hang near the middle of the pin 
and not touch the ends of the pin.   

 Slow wind.  Believe it or not but slow winding can stop a clock especially if it does not have maintaining 
power in the time train.  The pendulum cannot overcome the loss of energy and the clock will stop.   

 Counter-clockwise winding.  You can see the second’s hand turn backwards.  The pendulum swing dimin-
ishes and the clock stops a few minutes later.  Give the pendulum a little push once winding is completed 
or stop the pendulum, wind, then re-start pendulum motion. 

 Seat boards.  Cables can sometimes touch the rear portion of a narrow-slotted seat board.    The solution 
is to reposition the movement on the seat board.   

 Sympathetic vibration.   Occurs when the weights are about half way down and the floor allows the case to 
move slightly.  The weights sway robbing power required by the pendulum.   
 The solution for a soft-carpeted floor is to extend the levelers as far as possible to allow the feet to 

penetrate the carpet and regain stability. 
 The solution for a wood floor that is springy is to brace the clock against a wall bracket.   
 Sympathetic vibration can also overpower an autobeat mechanism that has been compromised. 

Dan Hudon 



 

 

 

EDITOR’S CORNER 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Bonjour everyone! I am extremely happy to  announe 
that, again this year, Don and Georgina Purchase 
have graciously agreed to host the Club's Annual 
Picnic at their beautiful home in Richmond. Do mark 
July 6 on your calendars at once so that you can plan 
to attend.  

The picnic is a wonderful opportunity to have mem-
bers bring their family and friends for a very enjoyable 
time in a relaxed atmosphere. I particularly love to 
chat with the people at that occasion. Please consider 
volunteering a bit of your time around the barbecue or 
food tables or simply to help setup before, or clean up 
after. All help is welcome. Hope to see you all on May 
25 for the last regular meeting of the season! :-) 

Tourlou!                                               Daniel Burgoyne 

I had the pleasure of attending the Toronto Invita-
tional Meeting on May 4.  As usual it was a great 
show.  The Mart Tables were overflowing and the 
presentation on porcelain restoration was excellent.  
But to take real advantage of the show, you have to 
go for more than the Mart.  The people there make it 
an event.  Meet Jim Connell, Ron Metcalfe, Ben 
Orzulak and Bob Pritzker.  They will make you feel 
more than welcome.  Greet the sellers in the Mart 
and tell them what you like—often they will have 
what you need—if not at the show, then at home.  
Try to get there next year. 
 

Once again, my thanks to all those who have con-
tributed to this issue, including Ben Roberts, Erin 
Fox, Paul Williams, Dan Hudon and Allan Symons.  
The issue is more interesting because of you. 
                     Gary Fox 
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS — GIROTTI CLOCKS (CONT’D) 

Aaron also had a (probably 1960s) fan-shaped electric Girotti wall clock, similar to one 
that sold on ebay several years ago before I knew the company name and was not bid-
ding.  Both unusual clocks are shown here.  There may be other versions waiting to be 
found.   
 
These are similar to Snider 
(Toronto) starburst models from 
the same time period, although all 
Snider designs had metal and 
wood rays around the full circum-
ference of the metal rod frames. 
 
So my search begins to find more 
examples for the museum’s Gi-
rotti collection.  There were at 
least twenty models, possibly 
many more.  So far we have just 
three.                                           Allan Symons, Curator 

The Canadian Clock Museum 

Painted molded polymer 
frame, battery model  

24” high  

Ebay Clock, wood fan  
design, brass bars, electric 

 Aaron’s Girotti fan design, 
round dial 

MAY MEETING  

The May Meeting will be held in the cafeteria of 
the Citizen Building on the second floor. 

 

There are no elevators, so you will have to use 
the stairs.  Security will point the way! 

 

We will be back in the Conference Room in  
September 

Don and Georgina’s 
home outside  

Richmond Ontario, 
site of the 2014  

Ottawa Valley Chapter 
111 Picnic! 


